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LUBRITA RUST PRO P-241 

(Dry Type Rust Preventive) 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

LUBRITA RUST PRO P-241 is a  premium Quality specially formulated product for giving dry brownish black glossy 
coating. It offers rust protection to Steel Tubes & Pipes and also auto components. It can be applied as a rust preventive 
dry layer for casting components and also for crankshafts, Hand tools, flanges and big components .The black varnish 
coating provides excellent gloss improving the aesthetic value of the product. Productivity improvements can be 
achieved due to its quick drying properties. RUST PRO P-241 can be applied by brushing, Dipping or spraying. 

PERFORMANCE FEATURES 
 

 Fast Drying  

 Finger Print Suppressant. 

 Good Gloss finish. 

 Good Abrasive resistance. 

 Can be easily applied. 

 Easily removable. 

 Film coating is resistant to handling and gives excellent protection. 
 

APPLICATION 
Protection Period:4-6 months 

PERFORMANCE LEVEL 
 TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

S: no Test Parameter Typical Value* 

1 Specific Gravity @ 29.5C 0.81 to 0.85 

2. Appearance  Hard Dry Black 

3 Viscosity at 38C in B4 12-15 Sec 

4 Cu Strip Corrosion test Passes 

5   Drying time 15-20 Min 

6 Protection Period 4-6 months 

Precaution for Usage 

 Store the barrel in horizontal position.  

 Always roll the barrel before use. 

 
Pack Size: 26L(MS Pail),210 L(MS Drum) 

* Figures are indicative only. Values depend on method of application and shape of components. 
 
Notes: 

 Most of our products contain Petroleum based chemicals and hence it is essential to store ‘Under Shelter’. 
 The information contained herein is true and accurate to the best of our knowledge.  However, we strive to improve the product with continuous R & D.  The 

company makes no warranty of results and assumes no obligations or liabilities from the use of any products or process mentioned herein because the use is 
beyond our control.  This publication is not to be taken as a license to operate under or recommendation to infringe upon, any patents. 


